
Thai-namite

bin11 NV Prosecco Zonin, Italy  187ml     $10

bin12 NV Cava Cristalino, Spain     $6 / 27

bin03 2014 Gruner Veltliner Berger, Austria     $6 / 27

bin04 2014 Sauvignon Blanc, Sémillon Chateau La Graviere, France     $6 / 27

bin05 2014 Fiano Mandrarossa, Italy     $6 / 27

bin06 2014 Chardonnay Grayson Cellars, California     $7 / 32

bin07 2013 Gewürztraminer Elena Walch, Italy     $8 / 36

bin08 2014 Riesling "Urban" Nik Weis, Mosel, Germany     $6 / 27

bin09 2015 St George "Zoe" Rosé Domaine Skourus, Greece     $6 / 27

bin21 2014 Pinot Noir Block 9, California     $7 / 32

bin22 2014 Gernache, Syrah "Flying Solo" Gayda, France     $6 / 27

bin24 2014 Montepulciano d'Abruzzo Carletto, Italy     $6 / 27

bin25 2013 Syrah Qupé, California     $9 / 42

bin26 2013 Cabernet Sauvignon Lockwood, California     $9 / 42

native Greek grapes, vibrant pink with notes of ripe cherries. Moderate acidity, slight touch of 

sweetness, very satisfying. A versatile wine indeed, pairs well with everything from appetizers to stir 

fry and curry.

beautifully long and rich in ripe cherry and berry flavors. Flavorful and silky in the mouth with good 

body. This lighter style red is great with fish, especially salmon

explosion of red fruits on the nose, including raspberry, cherry and ripe strawberry. This fruity wine 

complements full flavors and spicy foods

ruby red, bold inviting aromas of cherries and spices that explode from the glass. Fresh and well 

balanced. Can get along with herbs and greens, can also hang with heat and spice

savory and spicy, smoky finish. Just delicious with lots of berries and blue fruit.  This silky wine likes 

fried rice and meats

crisp and clean, notes of tree fruit; pears & white peach. Great effervescence and highly refreshing. 

Pairs well with any Sashimi & less spicy sushi

the nose is fresh and toasty, bursting with citrus and green apple flavors.  Sparkling wine pairs with 

everything….

light and refreshing, with delicate, thirst-quenching flavors that complement a wide range of cuisine. 

Notes of citrus, minerals and white pepper. Friendly with food, a great match with spice and curry

fresh, zippy with notes of grapefruit and lime. High acid brings a clean palate with refreshing 

minerality. Perfect with vegetables, light fish, soups, and sweeter dishes

brilliantly ripe and shows bright, brisk acidity and good minerality with notes of pineapple and apricot. 

The palate offers green apple fruit with a crisp finish. Pairs well with fatty fish, crab & cream cheese

a native grape to southern Italy, it's pleasant and tropical, with loads of melon tones. Golden yellow, 

good concentration and a lingering finish. Its medium body is good with fish, stir fried chicken and 

squid

"the spicy grape from Tramin," a beautiful golden yellow, intoxicatingly aromatic, full bodied and delicious! 

This spicy grape is perfect with Thai food, curry, and our signature Volcano Chicken

squeaky, fresh off-dry Riesling. Tart tangerine, yellow peach and mango flavors are vibrant and crisp. 

It's a straightforward yet balanced, fruity wine. The sweetness of this wine makes it great with 

anything spicy itself

tempting aromas of blackberry, plum, and allspice. Alluring flavors of ripe, red berries and notes of 

blackcurrant and pepper; smooth finish. This is a protein pairing wine
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bin35 Shichi Hon Yari "The Seven Spearsmen" Junmai Ginjo, Japan  300ml      $33 bottle

earthy on the nose, soft and fruity on the palate, with notes of mushroom and underbrush. 

Complements meats, cheeses and stir frys. Founded in the 1540s and now managed by the 15th 

generation, the Tomita Brewery is one of Japan’s oldest breweries. They are also one of the smallest 

sake producers, making just over 6,000 cases a year. A special and rare Sake

bin32 EikoFuji, Ban Ryu, Japan     $7 glass

from a cold region, this has a light, crisp aroma and taste. Eiko Fuji translates to "The 

Glorious Mt. Fuji," while "Ban Ryu" means "Ten Thousand Ways", meaning that it pairs well 

with such a variety of foods that there are 10,000 things to drink it with. This is a 

honjozo sake, which means a small amount of distilled alcohol is added during production 

bin33 Tozai "Snow Maiden" Nigori , Japan     $7 glass

heavy milky-white. Nutty, creamy nose. Rich, chewy and lush, with soft 

saline and banana flavors and an attractive hint of fruity sweetness. Great 

spicy food pairing potential

bin34 Tozai "Living Jewel" Junmai, Japan     $7 glass

complex aromas, showing white  grape, anise and a hint of sweet 

rice.  A hint of white pepper and fresh herbal notes. The long, 

clean finish makes this both a great sipping sake as well as a 

companion to a wide range of foods

bin31 Tozai Typhoon Sake, Japan      $6 glass

aromas of caramel apple, dried lemon and lavender follow through on a brisk, soft entry to a 

dry-yet-fruity light body with hints of apple custard, jicama and nutskin. Finishes with a 

crisp, lightly tannic fade 
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bin36 Flavored Sake   $6.50  glass

Blood Orange, Passion Fruit, Mango, Strawberry

Join us for Happy Hour Monday - Thur 3pm-5pm

1$ off All Beer and Appertizer

Half Priced selected Wine Bottle Tuesday Night  

Thai Ice Tea/ Thai Ice Coffee/ Hot and Cold Green Tea

SODA (coke, diet coke, sprite, ice tea)






